AbstractÐIn a fault-tolerant distributed system, it is often necessary for nonfaulty processes to agree on the value of a shared data item. The criterion of Approximate Agreement does not require processes to achieve exact agreement on a value; rather, they need only agree to within a predefined numerical tolerance. Approximate Agreement can be achieved through convergent voting algorithms. Previous research has studied convergent voting algorithms under mixed-mode or hybrid fault models, such as the Thambidurai and Park Hybrid fault model, comprised of three fault modes: asymmetric, symmetric, and benign. This paper makes three major contributions to the state of the art in fault-tolerant convergent voting. 1) We partition both the asymmetric and symmetric fault modes into disjoint omissive and transmissive submodes. The resulting five-mode hybrid fault model is a superset of previous hybrid fault models. 2) We present a new family of voting algorithms, called Omission Mean Subsequence Reduced (OMSR), which implicitly recognize and exploit omissive behavior in malicious faults while still maintaining full Byzantine fault tolerance. 3) We show that OMSR voting algorithms are more fault-tolerant than previous voting algorithms if any of the currently active faults is omissive.
INTRODUCTION
A N important issue in fault-tolerant distributed computing is the ability of nonfaulty processes to reach agreement on data values in the presence of faulty processes. This issue arises whenever nonfaulty processes legitimately form differing opinions regarding the correct value. They must then exchange and vote upon their opinions to arrive at a single consensus value. The problem is significantly more complex if a faulty process is permitted to send conflicting values to different nonfaulty processes. A faulty process with this property is commonly called Byzantine or asymmetric.
The best known form of distributed agreement is Byzantine Agreement, under which all nonfaulty processes must arrive at a single consensus value [17] , [22] . However, in many real world applications, such as redundant sensor management and fault-tolerant clock synchronization [13] , [18] , [20] , [25] , [28] , nonfaulty processes need not achieve exact agreement. Rather, they need only agree on a value to within a specified numerical tolerance. This criterion is known as Approximate Agreement. Given an arbitrarily small positive real value , an Approximate Agreement algorithm must satisfy two conditions [9] , [10] :
A1: AGREEMENTÐThe algorithms executed by all nonfaulty processes eventually halt with voted values that are within of each other.
A2:
VALIDITYÐThe voted value held by each nonfaulty process is within the range of the initial values held by the nonfaulty processes.
Convergent Voting Algorithms
Algorithms for achieving Approximate Agreement are called convergent voting algorithms. Several such algorithms have been published. The vast majority employ ªroundsº of message exchange coupled with voting functions which guarantee that the range of values held by nonfaulty processes is reduced toward zero in each round [2] , [9] , [10] , [14] , [18] , [24] . This property is called single-step convergence.
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Approximate Agreement (within ) is obtained by employing multiple rounds of message exchange and voting. In each round, each process sends its current value to all other processes. Upon receipt of a round of values, each process executes the same voting function p to update its current value, which it then broadcasts in the next round of message exchange. The single-step convergence property guarantees that the range of values will eventually be less than any b H, given enough rounds.
Synchronous vs. Asynchronous Systems
Distributed systems can be partitioned into two classes: synchronous systems and asynchronous systems. In a synchronous system, there are finite bounds on the processing and communication delays of nonfaulty processes [9] . These bounds are known to the processes. There is thus a point in time by which any process executing a voting algorithm knows that it has received all data from all nonfaulty processes. Any data arriving after that time must have come from a faulty process. By contrast, an asynchronous system imposes no finite bounds on process operation [9] . It is thus impossible to differentiate between a legitimately slow nonfaulty process and a ªdeadº faulty process. This paper is restricted to the study of synchronous systems only as we have previously published an analogous study of asynchronous systems [3] .
Hybrid Faults
Recent research has addressed convergent voting in the presence of up to three distinct fault modes [2] , [14] , [23] , [24] . The majority of this work used the hybrid fault model of Thambidurai and Park, which partitions faults into: asymmetric (Byzantine), symmetric (single-valued), and benign (self-incriminating) modes [27] . Using this hybrid fault model, simple expressions have been derived for the performance and fault tolerance of different families of convergent voting algorithms. Hybrid fault analysis has produced more accurate bounds on the properties of these voting algorithms. Specifically, unless all faults are worstcase Byzantine faults, the voting algorithms are more faulttolerant than predicted under the single-mode Byzantine fault model.
To date, all published single-step convergent voting algorithms have required that, in a given voting round, each process votes on exactly the same number of data items as every other process [2] , [9] , [10] , [14] , [18] , [23] , [24] . Therefore, these algorithms must substitute a default value for each missing value (omission). A variation is [23] , in which a predetermined number of missing values are ignored, while any ªexcessº missing values are replaced with a default value. Any algorithm which substitutes a default value for missing values incurs the following limitations:
1. It cannot completely exploit the restricted behavior of ªomissiveº faults, i.e., faults which simply generate missing values. Specifically, substituting a default value for one or more missing values has the effect of transforming those omissive errors into more severe ªtransmissiveº errors, which can generate a numerically incorrect value. (Omissive and transmissive faults are defined more formally in Section 2.1). 2. It cannot completely ignore all locally diagnosed errors. For example, a process may receive a garbled message that is detectable but not correctable by its Error-Correcting Code. If the process cannot simply omit obvious errors, then it must either use the erroneous value received or replace it with the default value (which is itself inherently erroneous, with the same effect as if the default value were sent by a faulty process).
Contributions
This paper makes three main contributions to the state of the art in Approximate Agreement.
1.
A new fault model is defined which explicitly partitions both the asymmetric and symmetric faults into transmissive and omissive submodes. In so doing, the three-mode Thambidurai and Park Hybrid fault model is expanded into a more detailed five-mode Omissive/Transmissive Hybrid fault model. This model provides a more precise fault scenario than any previous hybrid fault model.
A new family of convergent voting algorithms is
presented which is an enhancement of the previously published Mean-Subsequence Reduced (MSR) family [14] . MSR algorithms comprise a well-understood family of voting algorithms which encompasses several existing voting algorithms [9] , [10] , [14] , [15] . The new family of algorithms, called Omission MSR (OMSR) algorithms, implicitly recognizes omissive faults as distinct from transmissive faults, without making any a priori assumptions about the number of omissions currently present. 3. It is shown that OMSR algorithms can tolerate Byzantine behavior. Nonetheless, in the presence of omissive faults, OMSR algorithms provide better fault tolerance than any previously published Byzantine-safe convergent voting algorithm. The fault tolerance depends on the actual number of omissive faults currently active in the system, rather than on an assumed maximum number of omissive faults.
Organization
Section 2 presents background material on the evolution of existing hybrid fault models, introduces the new five-mode fault model, and shows the relationship of the new fault model to previous models. Section 3 formally defines the Single-Step Convergent voting algorithms. Section 4 surveys existing convergent voting algorithms, with an emphasis on MSR algorithms. Section 5 first reviews the fault tolerance and convergence properties of existing voting algorithms. It then derives the fault tolerance and convergence rates of OMSR voting algorithms, which are an extension of MSR algorithms. Section 6 compares the fault tolerance properties of all voting algorithms presented and demonstrates that OMSR algorithms can provide better fault tolerance than any previously published convergent voting algorithm. Finally, Section 7 summarizes the results, and discusses directions for future research.
HYBRID FAULT MODELS
Early studies of distributed agreement algorithms assumed that all faults behave in a completely arbitrary or Byzantine manner [9] , [10] , [18] . However, in real-world systems, it is unlikely that all faults exhibit this worst-case behavior. Rather, the faults present are usually of mixed severity. Thus, the assumption that all faults are worst-case yields overly conservative estimates of fault tolerance and reliability. To account for this fact, hybrid fault models have been developed which allow faults of different severities to coexist in the system, rather than treating all faults as Byzantine.
In the following, Section 2.1 presents some background on the evolution of existing hybrid fault models as a basis for a new hybrid fault model. Then, Section 2.2 introduces our five-mode Omissive/Transmissive Hybrid fault model, which subsumes all existing hybrid fault models.
Evolution of Hybrid Fault Models
This subsection presents a brief history of the evolution of hybrid fault models as background for presentation of our new five-mode fault model. Not all models presented herein have been applied to the problem of synchronous Approximate Agreement; however, they are presented in order to complete the ancestry of the new model.
In order to differentiate between fault models, we follow the convention of assigning a three-letter abbreviation followed by the number of fault-modes in the model [3] . For example, the traditional single-mode Byzantine fault model is abbreviated BYZ-1. Other fault-model abbreviations will be defined as their models are introduced. Fig. 1 summarizes the relationships among all of the fault models to be discussed.
BYZ-1: The Single-Mode Byzantine Model
The seminal studies of Approximate Agreement used a single-mode fault model in which all faults were capable of unrestricted (Byzantine) behavior. Under this model, the number of processes x required to tolerate t faults is: x ! Qt I [9] , [10] .
MPH-2: Two-Mode Meyer and Pradhan Hybrid Model
In one of the first hybrid fault models [21] , Meyer and Pradhan partitioned the space of all possible faults into two modes: Benign faults, defined as those which are selfevident to all nonfaulty processes, 2 and Malicious faults, comprising all other faults. A key property of benign faults is that all nonfaulty processes have previously reached agreement that the originating process is faulty. While this property is not always immediately obvious in the definition, it has been a key assumption in the derivations of all voting algorithms that exploit benign behavior [3] , [24] , [27] .
At any given time, the total number of faults (t) in the system is the sum of the number of benign faults () and the number of malicious faults (m), i.e., t m . Meyer and Pradhan successfully applied this fault model to the Byzantine Agreement problem; however, it has not been employed in the area of Approximate Agreement.
TPH-3: Three-Mode Thambidurai and Park Hybrid Model
Thambidurai and Park [27] further partitioned malicious faults into two submodes: Symmetric (single-valued) faults, whose behavior is perceived identically by all nonfaulty processes, and Asymmetric (Byzantine) faults, whose behavior may be perceived differently by different nonfaulty processes. Given asymmetric faults, s symmetric faults, and benign faults, the total number of faults is t s . This three-mode hybrid fault model has been applied to both Byzantine Agreement [19] , [26] , [27] , [29] and Approximate Agreement [14] , [15] , [24] .
OTH-4: Four-Mode Omissive/Transmissive Hybrid Model
Following Thambidurai and Park, we developed a fault model which expands the Asymmetric and Symmetric fault modes into Transmissive and Omissive submodes [3] . A transmissive fault is one which delivers erroneous value(s) to one or more receiving processes. By contrast, an omissive fault fails to deliver any value to one or more receiving processes, but does not deliver an erroneous value to any process. Since the OTH-4 model was developed for asynchronous Approximate Agreement, the benign faultmode was deleted, 3 leaving four disjoint fault modes.
1. By definition, a symmetric fault delivers the same value (or absence of value) to all receivers. Thus, a symmetric fault may be either transmissive or omissive, but not both.
a. An Omissive Symmetric fault fails to deliver any value to any receiving process. Omissive symmetric faults have many of the same properties as benign faults. However, unlike a benign fault, an omissive symmetric fault has not been globally diagnosed. Thus, the receiving process does not know whether or not the omission was detected by all other receiving processes. We will show that this subtle difference has restricted the ability of existing convergent voting algorithms to exploit nonbenign omissive behavior. b. A Transmissive Symmetric fault can deliver a single erroneous value to all receiving processes. However, by the definition of symmetry, it can not deliver different values to different processors. 2. An asymmetric fault can be simultaneously transmissive and omissive with respect to different receiving processes. For example, a faulty process can deliver one value to one receiver, a second value to a second receiver, and no value at all to a third receiver. We must therefore be more precise in differentiating between transmissive and omissive behavior in asymmetric faults. Specifically: H 3 I , s s H 3 s , and H.
PFH-3: Three-Mode Plunkett and Fekete Hybrid Model
More recently, Plunkett and Fekete have used a contraction of the OTH-4 model to address omissive faults in Approximate Agreement [23] . As illustrated in Fig. 1 , the PFH-3 model defines an omissive fault as the union of the omissive symmetric and strictly omissive asymmetric modes of the OTH-4 model. The authors define ªoº as the assumed maximum number of omissive faults to be encountered in any fault scenario. Thus, in the notation of the OTH-4 model, o mx3 I 3 s , where the function amax specifies an a priori assumed maximum. Therefore, the total number of faults is bounded by t H s H o.
OTH-5: Five-Mode Omissive/Transmissive Hybrid Model
This subsection describes a new five-mode hybrid fault model which is the logical extension of all of the aforementioned fault models. Our objectives are 1) to integrate all previous hybrid fault models under a single model, 2) to permit fault scenarios to be expressed in more detail, and 3) to enhance the ability to exploit omissive behavior.
Model Description
The five-mode Omissive/Transmissive Hybrid (OTH-5) fault model is achieved by incorporating benign faults into the OTH-4 model. Thus, the total number of faults under the OTH-5 model is: t H 3 I s H 3 s . As shown in Fig. 1 , the OTH-5 model subsumes all previous hybrid fault models. Specifically, any fault mode defined in any of the earlier models is simply the union of one or more OTH-5 fault modes.
Since the OTH-5 fault model contains both omissive symmetric faults and benign faults, it is worthwhile to reemphasize the subtle difference between the two. Specifically, a benign fault comes from a process that has been previously diagnosed by all processes to be faulty. By contrast, an omissive symmetric fault has not been globally diagnosed.
Model Justification
Any number of hypothetical hybrid fault models can be postulated and studied. However, the practical utility of a fault model depends on whether its fault modes can be traced back to specific physical faults in the system. The behavior described for each OTH-5 fault mode defines that mode's worst-case behavior. Within a single round of voting, a fault may inadvertently display the behavior of any less severe fault mode. In that context, the five fault modes comprising the OTH-5 fault model all represent welldocumented behaviors.
A transmissive asymmetric fault corresponds to a traditional, arbitrary Byzantine fault. Similarly, the behavior of a strictly omissive asymmetric fault corresponds to the behavior that several authors have labeled as an ªomissionº or ªsend-omissionº fault [4] , [7] , [23] . Likewise, the behavior of an omissive symmetric fault includes the behavior defined as a ªcrashº or ªfail-stopº fault by other authors [7] , [8] . In many systems, this type of omissive behavior is considered extremely likely [5] , [6] . In addition, it has been shown in considerable detail [3] that all of the fault modes specified can be traced back to faults in specific hardware and/or software components of a distributed computing system.
SINGLE-STEP CONVERGENCE

Multiset Notation
The values received by a given process in a single voting round constitute a multiset of real numbers. A multiset is a collection of items similar to a set, except that, in a multiset, a given item (value) may occur more than once. Within this paper, multisets will be indicated by boldface font (e.g., ), and scalar values are indicated in normal font (e.g., jj). For our purposes, a convenient representation for a multiset of real numbers is a monotonically increasing sequence of the real values of its elements, i.e.,
Two properties of a multiset that are of critical importance to single step convergence, are its range &, and its diameter :
v À v I : the arithmetic difference between the maximum and minimum values of .
Correct Values vs. Errors
The property of single-step convergence is formally defined in terms of the following: i = The multiset of values received in a given round by process i. ll = The multiset of all correct values generated by all nonfaulty processes.
In the context of ll , a correct value is defined as any received value which originated in a nonfaulty process. Thus, an error is any value which originated in a faulty process, regardless of whether its actual value accidentally falls within the range of correct values.
Definition of Single Step Convergence
Upon receipt of a round of values, each nonfaulty process i executes the same voting algorithm p on its received multiset i , producing a voted value p i . A voting algorithm is single-step convergent if it guarantees that both of the following Convergence Conditions are true following every voting round:
C1: VALIDITYÐFor each nonfaulty process i, the voted value is within the range of correct values, i.e., p i P & ll .
C2: CONVERGENCEÐFor each pair of nonfaulty processes, i and j, the difference between their voted values is strictly less than the diameter of the correct values received, i.e., jp i À p j j g ll , where H g`I.
In convergence condition C2 above, parameter g, called the Convergence Rate, is the primary performance measure of a voting algorithm. The constraint H g`I ensures that the algorithm is indeed single-step convergent. The smaller the values of g, the faster the voted values converge.
It is important to note that diagnosis is not a part of the definition of single-step convergence. Thus, conditions C1 and C2 must be achieved even though the voting processes do not know which received values are elements of ll . [12] , [16] . Finally, algorithms like the FaultTolerant Midpoint and Fault-Tolerant Mean [9] can be called Anonymous because the identity of the originating node has no bearing on how a received value is processed.
EXISTING VOTING ALGORITHMS
In the following subsections, we review the properties of several relevant existing voting algorithms, including the MSR family [14] , the Egocentric family [2] , and the recently developed BSO algorithm [23] in the context of hybrid fault models. Egophobic algorithms will not be discussed because they have not, to date, been analyzed under a hybrid fault model. In general, we will be brief. However, the MSR family will be presented in considerable detail because our new family of algorithms is an extension of the MSR family. Therefore, some understanding of MSR algorithms is essential. Thus, the final voted value p is the Mean of a Subsequence of the Reduced multiset. Hence, the name MeanSubsequence-Reduced (MSR) algorithms [14] . Members of the MSR family differ from each other only in their definition of the selection function el ' . Some examples of MSR algorithms are the Fault-Tolerant Midpoint and FaultTolerant Mean [9] , Dolev's Optimal algorithm [10] , and the Mixed Mode Optimal, Binary Mean, and Binary Suboptimal algorithms [14] .
Throughout this paper, the following definitions are used frequently.
x = The total number of processes in the system. ( = The maximum number of malicious errors that could be received by a process. This number is known a priori and is identical for all nonfaulty processes. i = The multiset of values received in a given round by nonfaulty process i. The number of elements in i is i j i j.
As with all currently published Single-Step Convergent voting algorithms, MSR algorithms require that the voting multisets for nonfaulty processes be of the same size ( i j ). So, if less than x values are received, an arbitrary default value is chosen for each value not received. All processes then apply the same voting algorithm to equalsized multisets. Thus, for any two arbitrary processes i and j, i j , which implies that w i w j and ' i ' j .
Analysis Under the TPH-3 Fault Model
Fault ToleranceÐPrevious studies using the single mode BYZ-1 model showed that convergence can be guaranteed only if x ! Qt I [9] , [10] . However, analysis of synchronous MSR algorithms under the three mode TPH-3 fault model [14] has shown that single-step convergent MSR voting algorithms can exist if:
x ! Q Ps I Qt À s P IX RXI Thus, the number of processes required to tolerate t faults is less than the Qt I predicted by model BYZ-1, except in the rare event that all faults are asymmetric. It is also known that (4.1) is a tight bound in that there exist algorithms with exactly the fault tolerance predicted by (4.1), specifically the Fault-Tolerant Midpoint [9] 
(if b H) and the simple Median Select (if H).
Convergence RateÐThe convergence rate of an MSR algorithm depends on two parameters of the selection function el ' w [14] . The first parameter, ', is the size of the selected multiset . The second parameter, , defined formally below, is a measure of how uniformly the elements of are distributed within the medial multiset w.
As defined in Section 4.1, the selected multiset hs I Y F F F Y s ' i is, by definition, a subsequence of medial multiset w hm I Y F F F Y m w i. Let g be an index into and let kg be the index of the corresponding element in w. Then, for each g P fIY F F F Y 'g there exists exactly one kg P fIY F F F Y wg which guarantees that s g m kg for all possible w.
Given two indices into , gY h P fIY F F F Y 'g, where g h, we define ÁkgY h as the number of elements in w spanned by elements hs g Y F F F Y s h i in , i.e., ÁkgY h kh À kg. Thus, ÁkgY h is the number of elements of w in the submultiset hm kgI Y F F F Y m kh i.
Given asymmetric faults (where `w), it will be useful to know the number of elements in required to span elements of w. Specifically, is defined as the minimum value of h À g which ensures that elements of w are spanned, independent of g and h, i.e., is the minimum value of h À g which ensures that kh À kg ! , for any values g and h such that g h '. By this definition, exists only if jwj b .
The significance of is its role in the convergence rate. It has been shown [14] that the convergence rate g of any synchronous MSR algorithm is given by the simple expression:
The preceding discussion on did not use any index to identify the medial multiset with respect to which was obtained. This is because MSR algorithms ensure that jw i j jw j j. Contrary to the MSR algorithm, the OMSR algorithm, as will be seen later, may deal with the possibility that jw i j T jw j j. Thus, will carry a second subscript to signify the specific medial multiset from which it was obtained.
The Egocentric Family
The earliest Egocentric voting algorithm was the Interactive Convergence Algorithm (ICA) [18] . Under the BYZ-1 fault model, it was shown to be convergent if x ! Qt I. More recently, the entire family of Egocentric voting algorithms was analyzed under the TPH-3 fault-model [2] , with the result that convergence is guaranteed only if:
This result is identical to that listed in (4.1) for MSR algorithms.
The BSO Algorithm
Recently, Plunkett and Fekete have developed an algorithm called BSO and analyzed its properties under the PFH-3 fault model [23] . This algorithm assumes a known maximum number of omissive faults to be encountered in any fault scenario, i.e., o mx3 I 3 s , where the function amax specifies an a priori assumed maximum. The BSO Algorithm employs the repeated application of reduction functions and the doubling of the number of elements in the medial multiset. Briefly, the algorithm first does a reduction by ( ! H s H . It then doubles the number of elements by duplicating all remaining elements of the multiset. Then, the algorithm performs a second reduction, removing up to o elements from each extreme. Finally, it applies a selection function and takes the mean of the selected elements.
The second reduction function in essence reserves o processes for handling up to o omissive faults. It thus allows each process to individually discard up to o omission errors while still maintaining equal multiset size between the processes. If more than o omissions are received, the algorithm substitutes a default value for each excess omission.
Using this formulation, the BSO algorithm achieves a ªmaximum robustnessº of x ! Q H Ps H dQaPoe I 6 under the PFH-3 fault model. This fault model does not address benign faults. However, benign faults can be added to the PFH-3 model by assuming that all processes simply ignore recognized benigh faults. Thus, installing benign faults into PFH-3, the model yields the bound:
OMISSION MSR VOTING ALGORITHMS
This section introduces a new variant of the MSR family of voting algorithms, called Omission MSR (OMSR). Expressions for the fault tolerance and convergence rates of OMSR algorithms are then derived. It is shown that OMSR algorithms can exploit all omissive fault modes in the OTH-5 fault-model without having to assume the maximum number of omissive faults present.
Definition
To date, all published convergent voting algorithms have required that the voting multisets for nonfaulty processes be of the same size ( i j ) [2] , [10] , [14] , [18] , [24] , [23] . This is accomplished by substituting default values for some or all of the omissions detected. There is no natural or mathematical law that demands that the voting multisets be of equal size. However, this equality greatly simplifies the derivation and proof of an algorithm's fault tolerance and convergence rate. The disadvantage of this approach is that substituting a default value for a missing value has the effect of transforming omissive errors into transmissive errors.
The only difference between an OMSR and MSR algorithms is that, in an OMSR algorithm, each process simply discards all omissive errors before voting. No default values are substituted into the voting multiset . Similarly, when a process receives an obvious transmissive error (e.g., a parity error), it simply discards that value. Thus, omissive errors remain omissive and locally diagnosed transmissive errors become omissive. Furthermore, an OMSR algorithm makes no assumptions about the maximum number of omissive faults to be encountered. Since each process independently decides which values to discard, the equality j i j j j j is no longer assured.
Analysis under the OTH-5 Fault Model
This section is devoted to analyzing the convergence rate and fault tolerance of OMSR voting algorithms under the OTH-5 fault model. The results are then compared to the previous analyses of voting algorithms under the TPH-3 and PFH-3 fault models, showing that OMSR algorithms can provide better fault tolerance than MSR algorithms. Relaxing the assumption that all processes vote on multisets of the same size significantly increased the complexity of the proofs. Therefore, several proofs had to be omitted from this text.
Our approach is to consider the pairwise relationship between an arbitrary pair of nonfaulty processes, i and j, and then to identify the worst-case scenario for these two processes. We begin with some preliminary definitions and observations.
Preliminary Issues
Erroneous ValuesÐIn previous studies, an erroneous value is defined as any value received from any faulty process (regardless of whether its actual value accidentally falls within the range of the correct values). However, even though a strictly omissive process is faulty, any value delivered by that process is numerically correct (according to the fault-mode definitions in Section 2.1). Therefore, we must revise our definition as follows: An erroneous value is any value generated by a transmissive faulty process. Hence, under the OTH-5 fault model defined in Section 2.1, the maximum number of erroneous values received by any nonfaulty process is H s H , rather than s as under the TPH-3 fault model.
Convergence CriteriaÐLet i be the submultiset of correct values received by an arbitrary nonfaulty process i. In Section 3.3, single-step convergence conditions C1 and C2 require convergence within the set of correct values ll generated by the set of all nonfaulty nodes. Since ij is a submultiset of ll , it is sufficient (and more convenient) to demonstrate convergence within the range and diameter of ij rather than ll . We begin with the following preliminary lemmas, using the notation presented in Sections 3.1 and 4.1. L e m m a 2 . G i v e n a n O M S R v o t i n g a l g o r i t h m , p i menel ' ed ( i , executed by arbitrary process i: If jj ! P( I and ( ! H s H , then
Proof. Multiset i is the multiset of correct values received by process i. Thus,
Selection Functions
Recall that all OMSR voting algorithms have the form: p i menel ' ed ( i and differ from each other only in their definition of the selection function el ' . In the analysis of MSR algorithms, all selection functions could be handled identically. However, the details of OMSR analysis required that selection functions be partitioned into two general classes: p ixedE' and hynmiE'.
A pixedE' selection function always selects the same number of entries from medial multiset w, regardless of the size of w. For instance, Fault-Tolerant Midpoint [9] selects exactly two values (the two extremes, m I and m w ) from w, regardless of the value of w.
By contrast, in a hynmiE' selection function, the number of entries selected from w depends on the size of w, i.e., for process i, ' i is a function of w i . There are several known hynmiE' selection functions, including: the Fault-Tolerant Mean [9] , Dolev et al.'s Optimal algorithm [10] , The Binary Mean, the Binary Suboptimal algorithm, and the Mixed-Mode Optimal algorithm [14] .
hynmiE' Selection Functions
There could be many subfamilies of hynmiE' selection functions. This study is limited to the subfamily of enumerative selection functions defined below. In an enumerative selection function, the relative position of each selected element in w does not depend on w. Specifically, for two different sized selected multisets i el 'i w i and j el 'j w j , if s iYg m iYk , then s jYg m jYk , Vk P fIY F F F Y minw i Y w j g. Informally, this means that if ' i T ' j , then the smaller of two selected multisets is a truncation of the larger one.
DefinitionÐLet us define the medial multiset w mx hm I Y F F F Y m wmx i, where w mx is the maximum possible size of all medial multisets in the system, thus, w mx x À P(. Similarly, mx el 'mx w mx , where ' mx is the number of elements selected from w mx . We now define the enumerative selection set as a set of integers:
SXI
Set i is thus a list of the indices of all elements of w mx selected for inclusion in mx . Thus, s j m e j .
PropertiesÐThe next two theorems derive expressions for the convergence rate and fault tolerance properties of OMSR voting algorithms using enumerative dynmiE' selection functions. Unfortunately, some of the proofs are quite lengthy and must be omitted here for brevity. In such cases, the interested reader will be referred to the corresponding proof in [1] . We begin with the following definitions: 
is the minimum value of h À g which assures that kh À kg ! i . The first subscript signifies the medial multiset w i from which i is obtained. This subscript has no effect on the definition of defined earlier in Section 4.1.2. It is used merely as reference to a particular medial multiset.
Theorem 1.
Given an enumerative dynamic selection function, an OMSR voting algorithm p , and two multisets i and j such that p i ! p j :
In the previous theorem, it was assumed arbitrarily that p i ! p j , which led us to the evaluation of jY j . The opposite case, in which p i p j , would lead us to iYi . The results would be analogous, producing the same bounds on convergence rate. However, since subscripts i and j are chosen arbitrarily, it can always be stated, without loss of generality, that p i ! p j . Henceforth, we will use the convention that subscripts i and j are assigned so that p i ! p j . According to the statement of Theorem 1, the rate of convergence depends on the relationship between i and j . Thus, to find the worst convergence rate for any round of voting, one needs to find the maximum of the two convergence rates, that is:
It can be shown by example that it is not possible to consolidate the two convergence rates into one general expression because convergence rate depends on jYj and, in turn, the value of jYj depends on the distribution of selected elements. Even for a fixed value of ' j , different values for jY j are possible. Therefore, the maximum of both expressions in (5.2) must be individually evaluated to determine the true worst convergence rate.
Theorem 2. Given an OMSR voting algorithm p and an enumerative dynmiE' selection function, and two multisets i and j , where p i ! p j , the voting algorithm can be convergent only if j ! P( mx j IY ' j .
Proof. Theorem 1 showed jY j must exist for the algorithm to be convergent. Recall that jYj is the number of elements in j that must be skipped over to guarantee that at least j elements of w j are spanned. Clearly, jY j can exist only if w j ! j I. Also, el ' j is valid only if w j ! ' j . In addition, according to Lemma 2, j must contain at least P( I elements. Combining these constraints, j ! P( mx j IY ' j is reached. t u Corollary 2.1. Given a system of x processes, the existence of any convergent OMSR algorithm with an enumerative dynmiE' selection function requires:
p ixedE' Selection Functions
Recall that a selection function is a mapping from fIY F F F Y 'g, the set of indices into , to fkIY kPY F F F Y k'g, the set of indices into w. In a fixedE' selection function, ' i ' j , regardless of the sizes of w i and w j . This will make the convergence rate expression simpler. However, for two arbitrary processes i and j, if w i T w j , the sets of codomain values obtained for i and j may not be the same. Specifically, the value kg, g P fIY F F F Y 'g, for process i may not be the same as that for process j. This problem did not exist in dynmiE' selection functions. Therefore, to distinguish between kg of different processes, the following are defined:
k i g = is the same as kg defined before, except that kg is associated with w i .
DefinitionÐBy definition, under a fixedE' selection function, ' i ' j Y V iY j P hIY F F F Y xi. Therefore, a fixedE' selection function has the following properties:
Informally, these properties state that, as w increases, the number of elements between each pair of selected elements and the index of any selected element in w does not decrease. These properties are necessary to the proof of convergence, but they also correspond to the properties of previous voting algorithms such as the Fault-Tolerant Midpoint [9] .
PropertiesÐIn the following two theorems we derive expressions for the convergence rate and fault tolerance properties of OMSR voting algorithms using fixedE' selection functions. As before, several proofs have been omitted due to their length. The interested reader is again referred to [1] for details.
Theorem 3. Given a fixedE' selection function, an OMSR voting algorithm p , and two multisets i and j such that p i ! p j :
In the previous theorem, it was assumed that p i ! p j . As with the dynmiE' case, subscripts i and j are otherwise arbitrary. Thus, we can assume p i ! p j without loss of generality. Table 1 are expressed in the notation of the OTH-5 fault modes, based on the relationships defined in Section 2 and Fig. 1 . The entries are sorted by fault-model to facilitate comparisons between the fault models.
Fault Tolerance under BYZ-1
The first two entries in Table 1 show the fault tolerance bounds of Lamport's Interactive Consistency Algorithm (ICA) and selected MSR algorithms when analyzed under the BYZ-1 fault model. The wellknown result x ! Qt I, expressed in OTH-5 notation (where t H s H 3 I 3 s ) yields: assumed maximum number of omissions, the BSO algorithm still requires six processes.
Summary
The results listed in Table 1 show that, as a fault model becomes more sophisticated, the fault tolerance attainable by single-step convergent voting algorithms also improves. Of the algorithms listed, only two (BSO and OMSR) exploit the fact that omissive faults can be less severe than transmissive faults.
In the presence of undiagnosed omissive faults, both BSO and OMSR can provide superior fault tolerance (smaller x H ) than previous algorithms, which did not address omission faults. However, OMSR algorithms have several advantages over the BSO algorithm.
1. OMSR algorithms are simpler to implement, involving only a single reduction function, rather than two reduction functions and a doubling function. 2. OMSR algorithms do not assume a priori the number of omissive faults in the system and do not reserve a fixed number of processes to specifically handle omission faults. 3. In an optimal fault-scenario, OMSR algorithms can achieve better fault tolerance than any other algorithm presented, including BSO. 4. The fault tolerance of an OMSR algorithm depends on the actual number of omissive faults present, rather than on the assumed maximum number of omissive faults present. Finally, OMSR algorithms are actually more fault-tolerant than MSR and Egocentric algorithms in the presence of omissive faults. This is due to OMSR algorithms' ability to simply ignore all missing or clearly erroneous values, rather than substitute a default value in their place. Specifically, voting algorithms which replace all missing values with a default are no more fault-tolerant under the OTH-5 fault model than they are under the TPH-3 fault model because replacement transforms omissive faults to transmissive faults.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper has addressed the problem of reaching Approximate Agreement in the simultaneous presence of five fault modes (strictly omissive asymmetric, transmissive asymmetric, omissive symmetric, transmissive symmetric, and benign). The objectives were: 1) to develop a fault model capable of differentiating between the effects of transmissive and omissive fault modes in addition to the previously known asymmetric, symmetric, and benign fault modes, 2) to develop a new family of convergent voting algorithms (OMSR) capable of exploiting omissive faults, 3) to show that OMSR algorithms can achieve better fault tolerance than previously known voting algorithms.
OTH-5 Fault Model
The distinctive feature of this research is the partitioning of both the symmetric and asymmetric fault modes into transmissive and omissive submodes. The resulting OTH-5 fault model yields a more detailed fault scenario than the most complex previous models. The new fault model is complete in the sense that the fault modes are mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive. In addition, all previous hybrid fault models are subsumed by the OTH-5 model because each previous fault mode is the union of one or more OTH-5 fault modes.
OMSR Voting Algorithms
The OTH-5 fault model motivated the definition and analysis of OMSR voting algorithms. The only difference between an OMSR algorithm and its MSR counterpart is that the OMSR algorithm simply ignores all omissive errors, rather than substituting in a default value. This action creates the situation in which different processes end up voting on different sized voting multisets. As a result, convergence rates and fault tolerance were much more difficult to derive; however, now that these derivations are done, the implementation of OMSR algorithms and evaluation of their properties are nearly identical to the previously known MSR algorithms.
To avoid dealing with different size multisets, previous algorithms substituted default values for some or all omissions. As a result, omissive faults were transformed into transmissive symmetric or asymmetric faults. This also meant that earlier convergent voting algorithms could not completely exploit locally diagnosed errors.
Two subfamilies of OMSR algorithms were defined and analyzed in Section 5. pixedE' selection functions utilize a fixed number of selected elements, ', regardless of multiset sizes. hynmiE' selection functions allow ' to vary as changes in size, permitting ' i T ' j . These two subfamilies were adopted because together they encompass all commonly used MSR voting algorithms.
Fault Tolerance Bounds
OMSR algorithms yielded better bounds on fault tolerance than previous voting algorithms. As discussed in Section 6, OMSR fault tolerance is often better than, and never worse than, that of any other single step convergent voting algorithm. In addition, the fault tolerance of OMSR algorithms depends on the actual number of omissive faults present in the current fault scenario 3 I 3 s , rather than on an assumed maximum number of omissive faults o mx3 I 3 s .
Open Topics
Previous research on MSR voting algorithms under the TPH-3 fault model has unified synchronous and asynchronous systems, as well as completely and partially connected distributed systems, under a single system model [15] . It was shown that all four variations of synchrony and connectivity are just special cases of the more general system model. A similar unified system model is possible for OMSR algorithms analyzed under the OTH-5 fault model. This paper addresses synchronous systems, while an earlier paper addressed asynchronous systems [3] . Both papers implicitly addressed completely connected systems. The extension of these results to partially connected systems and the development of the unifying system model are open topics. 
